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Abst rac t - -We establish conditions for the existence, in a chordal graph, of subgraphs homeo- 
morphic to Kn  (n >_ 3), Km,n (m, n >_ 2), and wheels Wr  (r _> 3). Using these results, we develop 
a simple linear time algorithm for testing planarity of chordal graphs. We also show how these re- 
sults lead to simple polynomial time algorithms for the Fixed Subgraph Homeomorphism problem 
on chordal graphs for some special classes of pattern graphs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We begin with some preliminary notions, definitions, and results from graph theory. For basic 
notions in graph theory, we refer to [1]. For a graph K, a direct subdivision of K is obtained by 
replacing an edge {u, w} of K by a pair of edges {u, v), (v, w} such that v ~ V(K). A graph H is a 
subdivision of K if H can be obtained from K by a sequence of direct subdivisions. Let H and K 
be two graphs. Then, we say that H is homeomorphic to K if H is isomorphic to a subdivision 
of K. A standard criterion due to Kuratowski for graph G to be planar is that G contains no 
subgraph omeomorphic to Ks or/(3,a. The landmark paper of Hopcroft and Tarjan [2] presents 
a linear time algorithm for testing planarity of an arbitrary graph and is based on Depth First 
Search. 
Let C be a cycle in a graph G. Then, a chord of C is an edge of G joining two vertices of C 
which are not consecutive. A graph G is called a chordal (triangulated) graph if every cycle in G of 
length 4 or more has a chord. Chordal graphs arise in many applications (see [3]). Let G = (V, E) 
be a graph. A vertex v is called a simplicial vertex of G if the set N(v) = {w : (v, w) e E} 
induces a complete subgraph of G. Let V = {vl , . . . ,  vn}. A perfect-elimination-ordering (PEO) 
of G is an ordering vp(1),. • •, Vp(n) of the vertices of G defined by a permutation p of {1, 2 , . . . ,  n} 
such that for all i, 1 < i < n, vp(i) is a simplicial vertex of the subgraph induced by the set of 
vertices {vn(1),..., Vp(n) }. It is known [3] that a graph G is chordal if and only if it has a PEO. 
Tarjan and Yannakakis [4] give linear time algorithms for recognizing chordal graphs and also for 
constructing a perfect elimination ordering. A wheel, denoted Wr (r > 3), consists of a cycle of 
n vertices together with another vertex which is adjacent o all the vertices on the cycle. 
In Section 2, we develop the conditions for the existence in a chordal graph, of subgraphs 
homeomorphic to Kn (n > 3), Km,n (m,n > 2), and Wr (r > 3). Using these results, we obtain 
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an elegant characterization f chordal planar graphs. In Section 3, we present he algorithmic 
implications of these results. Based on the characterization f chordal planar graphs, we develop 
an alternative linear time algorithm for testing planarity of chordal graphs. Even though anumber 
of linear time planarity testing algorithms have been proposed before, they are complicated. On 
the other hand, our algorithm (even though meant only for chordal graphs) is conceptually simple, 
and hence, easy to understand and implement. We also show how these results lead to simple 
polynomial time algorithms for the Fixed Subgraph Homeomorphism problem on chordal graphs. 
2. ON THE EX ISTENCE OF  HOMEOMORPHIC  SUBGRAPHS 
We first develop some structural results on chordal graphs and based on these, develop the 
characterizations for planarity of chordal graphs. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G = (V,E) be a chordal graph. Then, for m >_ 3, G contains a subgraph 
homeomorphic to Km if and only if G contains a subgraph isomorphic to Km. 
PROOF. (If): follows from the definition of homeomorphism. (Only if): let V= {vl, v2, . . . ,  vn). 
Since G is chordal, G has a perfect elimination ordering (PEO) Vv(1),... ,vp(n) defined by the 
permutation p of (1, 2, . . . ,  n). For i -- 1,. . . ,  n, let Gi denote the subgraph induced by the set 
{vp(i),. . . ,  vn(n )}. Let H be a subgraph of G homeomorphic to Km. Then, there exists a subset 
U -- (U l , . . . ,  urn) of V(H) such that there are (~) internally vertex disjoint paths in H joining 
all pairs (ui, uj), i , j  = 1 , . . . ,m.  Let Vp( 0 E V(H) be the vertex with lowest PEO number. If 
vp(i) ~ U and lies internally on some path, then since vp(i) is a simplicial vertex of Gi, its two 
neighbors on that path are adjacent and, hence, vp(i) can be removed from H. We obtain a new 
subgraph H' of G which is homeomorphic to Km and contains U. Also, H I contains one vertex 
fewer than H. Now, apply the same procedure again to H' and continue this until we arrive at a 
subgraph K homeomorphic to Km such that U C_ V(K)  and the lowest PEO numbered vertex of 
V(K)  belongs to U. Let Ul -- vp(k) E V(K)  be the vertex with lowest PEO numbering. Then, Ul 
! together with the first vertices u'2,..., u m on the m-1 paths joining ul to u2,. . . ,  urn, respectively, 
form a complete subgraph Km. | 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let G = (V,E) be a chordal graph. Let C = (a, a l ,a2, . . . ,an,b,a)  (n >_ 1) be 
a cycle in G. Let j = max{/: i = 1, . . . ,  n and (a, ai) E E}. We denote by he(a, b) the vertex aj, 
i.e., the end vertex of the last edge from a to the vertices a l , . . .  ,an on the cycle C. 
LEMMA 2.1. hc(a,b) is adjacent o b. 
PROOF. Let hc(a, b) = ak. Consider the shortest path P from ak to b containing only vertices 
from a}+l, . . . ,  an. If this path is of length > 2, then this path together with the vertex a implies 
the existence of a chordless cycle of length 4 or more in G, a contradiction. | 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G = (V, E) be a chordal graph. Let the vertices {al . . . .  , am} induce a complete 
subgraph of G. Let d ~ {al, . .  . , am } be a vertex in G such that there axe m vertex disjoint paths 
P1 (d, a l ) , . . . ,  Pm(d, am) from d to a l , . . . ,  am, respectively. Then, there is a vertex v belonging 
to one of these paths, say, P~ such that 
(i) v is adjacent o ail vertices of {a l , . . . ,  am}; 
(ii) v is either v(ai,d, aj) or v(aj,d,a~) for some j such that j ~ i and 1 <_ j <_ m. 
REMARK. For all pairs i ~ j, 1 _< i , j  <_ m, define v(ai,d, aj) to be hc(ai,aj)  where C is the 
cycle C = (ai , . . . ,  d , . . . ,  a~). 
PROOF. We prove by induction on m. 
Basis: From Lemma 2.1, we see that the claim is true when ra = 2. 
We assume the lemma to be true for ra _< k and show that it is true for m = k + 1. There is a 
vertex u belonging to some Pi joining d and ai (1 < i < k) such that u is adjacent to a l , . . . ,aa  
and u = v(ai,d,a~) or u = v(aj,d, ai) for some j ~ i. 
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CASE 1. U is adjacent o ak+l. The lemma is proved. 
CASE 2. u is not adjacent o ak+l. Now consider the vertex x = v(ak+l,d,a~). 
CASE 2a. The vertex x comes after the vertex u in the path from ai to ak+t via d. Now for 
1 <_ r <_ k, consider the cycle C(r) defined by C(r) = (ak+l,X . . . .  ,U, ar,ak+l}. Then, we see 
that hc(r)(ak+l,ar) = v(ak+l,d, ai) = x. Hence, x is adjacent o ar for all r, 1 < r < k + 1. 
CASE 2b. The vertex x = v(ak+l, d, as) comes before u in the path from ai to ak+l. 
(i) First, we claim that u = v(as, d, aj). For if u = v(aj, d, ai), then for the cycle C defined by 
C -= (a j ,u , . . .  ,x, ak+l,aj), we have hc(aj,  ak+l) -- u, and hence, u is adjacent o ak+l, 
which contradicts our assumption. Hence, u = v(ai, d, aj). 
(ii) Second, we claim that ak+l is not adjacent o any vertex on the path Pi from d to u. 
Otherwise, for the cycle C defined by C = (ai, u , . . . ,  w, ak+l, ai) (w is adjacent o ak+l 
and is between d and u), we have from Claim (i), hc(ai,ak+l) = u, and hence, u is 
adjacent o ak+l, which contradicts our assumption. 
(iii) Last, we claim that the vertex y = v(ak+l,d, aj) does not lie on the path Pj from d 
to aj. Otherwise, consider the cycle C defined by C = (as,u,. . .  ,y, ak+l,as). We have 
from Claims (i) and (ii) that hc(ai,ak+l) = u, and hence, u is adjacent o ak+l, which 
contradicts our assumption. Hence, y lies on the path Pk+l, but is not equal to d. 
Now, for 1 < r < k, consider the cycle C(r) defined by C(r) = (ak+l, y , . . . ,  d , . . . ,  u, a~, ak+l). 
From Claims (ii) and (iii), we see that hc(r)(ak+l , ar )  = v(ak+l, d, aj). Hence, v(ak+l, d, aj) is 
adjacent o a~ for all r, 1 < r < k + 1. Hence, the lemma is proved. | 
From the lemmas given above, we derive the following result. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let G = (V,E) be a chordal graph. Then, for m,p > 2, G contains a subgraph 
homeomorphic to Kin, p if and only if G contains a subgraph isomorphic to gm,p. 
PROOF. Let V = {vl, v2 , . . . ,  vn}. Since G is chordal, G has a perfect elimination ordering (PEO) 
Vp(1), • •., Vp(n) defined by a permutation p of {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}. For i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, let Gi denote the 
subgraph induced by the set {Vp(0,..., vv(n )}. 
(if): follows from the definition of homeomorphism. 
(On ly  if): let H be a subgraph of G homeomorphic to Km,p. Then, there exist two disjoint 
subsets U -- {u l , . . . ,  urn} and W -- {Wl,. • •, Wp} of V(H)  such that there are m.p  vertex disjoint 
paths between all pairs (ui, wj). Let Vp(i) E V(H)  be the vertex with lowest PEO numbering. If 
Vp(s) q~ U U W, then since Vp(i) is a simplicial vertex of Gs, its two neighbors in H are adjacent, 
and hence, Vp(i) can be removed from H. We obtain a new subgraph H '  of G homeomorphic to 
Kin.p, and H '  contains one vertex fewer than H. Otherwise, Vp(~) E UUW.  Suppose vp(i) belongs 
to U and is equal to Ul. Then, check whether at least one of the p paths from ul to w l , . . .  ,Wp 
is of length 2 or more. If so, without loss of generality, assume that the path joining ul to wl is 
of length 2 or more. Now Ul together with the first vertices w~,. . . ,  w~ on the p paths joining ul 
to Wl, . . .  ,Wp, respectively, form a clique. Also, w~ is not equal to Wl. Hence, by removing ul, 
we obtain a new subgraph H '  of G homeomorphic to Km,p. Also H '  contains one vertex fewer 
than H.  We continue this procedure until we obtain a subgraph K of G homeomorphic to Km,p 
such that the lowest PEO numbered vertex u of K belongs to one of the partite sets of K and all 
the paths from u to elements of the other partite set are all direct edges. Let U -- {a l , . . .  ,am} 
and W -- {b l , . . . ,  bp} be the two partite sets of K,  and without loss of generality, assume that 
u = al. Then, b l , . . . ,bp  form a complete subgraph of K.  For each i, 2 _< i _< m, there are 
p vertex disjoint paths from ai to b l , . . . ,  bp. By applying Lemma 2.3, we can find m - 1 distinct 
' such that al,a~, ' bl, ,bp induce a complete bipartite graph Km,p. vertices al2, , a m .. 
Hence, the theorem. | 
Using the results derived so far, we obtain the following characterization of planar chordal 
graphs. Let N(x)  = {y : (x, y) E E} denote the neighbor set of x. From Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 
the notion of PEO, we easily obtain the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let G = (V, E) be a chordal graph with V = (vl . . . .  , vn}. Let Up(l),... , up(,) 
be any perfect elimination ordering (PEO) for G. Let G~ denote the subgraph induced by the 
vertices {vp(i),..., vp(n)}. Then, the following are equivalent. 
1. G is planar. 
2. G contains no subgraph isomorphic to Ks or K3,3. 
3. For i = 1, 2, ..., n, the following are true: 
(a) n V(G +l)f < 3; 
(b) if[N(vp(i))N V(Gi+I)[ = 3, then there is at most one vertex in Gi+l which is adjacent 
to all the vertices of N(vp(~)) N V(Gi+,). 
PROOF. (Sketch) We will prove only the equivalence of the first and third statements. Since 
Ks and K3,3 are nonplanar, it follows that if G is planar, then the third statement is true for G. 
Now assume G satisfies the the third statement. We prove that for all i, if G~+I is planar, then 
Gi is planar. Consider any planar embedding of Gi+l and the set Si = N(vp(i)) N V(Gi+I). It 
is enough to consider the case when [Si[ = 3. Let Si = {sx, s2, s3}. Now consider any region 
(interior or exterior) bounded by the clique Si. We claim that vp(i) can be embedded in this 
region if and only if there exists no vertex vp(j) (j > i) embedded in this region which is adjacent 
to all vertices of Si. To prove the if part of the claim, we proceed as follows. First, observe that 
there can not exist two paths P2, P3 from sl to s2, s3, respectively, such that 
(i) each internal vertex of both P2 and P3 is not in Si, and 
(ii) P2 and P3 intersect at one or more internal points on them. 
If there exist such paths, then using Lemma 2.3, we arrive at a contradiction to the assumption 
of the if part. Similar observations hold true for s2 and s3 as well. As a result, we can embed 
vertex vp(i) in this region. If vp(i) cannot be embedded in both regions, it means that there 
are at least two vertices in Gi+l each being adjacent o all vertices of Si contradicting our 
assumption. | 
Using similar ideas, Theorem 2.2 can also be extended to complete r-partite graphs 
K(ml , . . .  ,mr). 
Farr [5] gives characterizations of general graphs having no subgraphs homeomorphic to 
wheels W4 and Ws. Based on these characterizations, he also gives a polynomial time algorithm 
for recognizing such graphs. However, we have a simpler characterization f Wr-free chordal 
graphs. We omit the proof of the following result. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let G = (V, E) be a chordai graph. Then, G contains a subgraph omeomorphic 
to a wheel Wr (r >_ 3) if and only if G contains a subgraph isomorphic to Wr. 
3. ALGORITHMIC  IMPL ICAT IONS 
In this section, we study the algorithmic implications of the structural results obtained in 
Section 2. 
3.1. Efficient Planarity Testing Algorithm for Chorda l  Graphs  
Using the characterization f planar chordal graphs given in Theorem 2.3, we develop an 
alternative linear time planarity testing algorithm for chordal graphs as follows. Since any graph 
G --- (17, E) with IEI > 3IV I - 6 is nonplanar, we consider only those graphs for which IE[ _<Z 
3IV [ - 6. Let IV[ = n, [El = m, V = {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, and E = {el, . . . .  era}. We assume that the 
adjacency lists of G are stored in the array Adj[1..n]. Each entry in this array is a pointer to the 
starting node of a doubly linked list of vertices. 
The algorithm essentially works by checking the Conditions (3a) and (3b) of Theorem 2.3. We 
only give below a conceptual description of the algorithm. The data structures used are explained 
as and when required. The arguments for the correctness and the complexity of the algorithm 
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are also combined with its conceptual description. In what follows, for the sake of simplifying 
the description of the algorithm, we occasionally use the notation follow(x) to denote the set 
N(x) N V(GINv PEO[x]+I). That is, follow(x) denotes the set of those neighbors of x which come 
after x in the PEO ordering. 
Algor i thm ChordalPlanarTest 
Input:  a chordal graph G -- (V, E) with V = ~1, 2 , . . . ,  n}; Output :  decision whether G is 
planar or not. 
1. Apply the chordality testing algorithm of Tarjan and Yannakakis [4] and obtain a PEO 
numbering in the array PEO[1..n]. This step takes O(n) time. 
2. Obtain the entries of the array INV PEO[1..n] defined by INV PEO[i] = j where 
PEOLj ] = i. Clearly, this step takes O(n) time. (INV PEO contains the position of 
each vertex in the PEO ordering.) 
3. If for some i (1 < i < n) ]N(PEO[i]) N V(Gi+I)] ~ 4, then output "G is NONPLANAR" 
and exit. 
Since there are only O(n) edges, this step can be done in O(n) time using Adj[1..n], 
PEO[1..n] and INV PEO[1..n]. This step checks Condition (3a) (equivalently, the pres- 
ence of Ks) of Theorem 2.3. If there is no K5 in G, then it must be true that [N(PEO[i])N 
V(G~+I)I < 3 for 1 < i < n. Now, to check Condition (3b), we need to look at only those 
vertices PEO[i] for which IN(PEO[i]) N V(Gi+I)] = 3. But, unlike Condition (3a), we 
cannot locally verify Condition (3b) for each i --- 1 , . . . ,  n. Instead, we do a global verifica- 
tion in O(n) time to find out if there is any vertex PEO[i] which violates Condition (3b). 
It is done as follows. 
Consider all vertices PEO[i] with IN(PEO[i]) A V(Gi+I)I = 3 and for each such vertex 
PEO[i], arrange the elements of N(PEO[i]) N V(Gi+I) in increasing order of their PEO 
numbering to obtain the triple Seq[PEO[i]] = (sl,s2,s3) where INV PEO[sl] < INV 
PEO[s2] < INV PEO[s3]. A 3-tuple (Sl, s2,s3) is called a valid 3-tuple if there exists 
some i such that Seq[PEO[i]] = (sl, s2, s3). 
4. Construct all valid 3-tuples. Since there are only O(n) edges, clearly Step 4 can be done 
in O(n) time. After this step, all those vertices PEO[i] which have the same N(PEO[i])N 
V(Gi+I) have the same value for Seq[PEO[i]]. 
Consider any valid 3-tuple (Sl, s2, s3) constructed in Step 4. Let Neigh(Sl, s2, s3) de- 
note the set of those vertices which are adjacent o each of Sl, s2, and s3. Parti- 
tion Neigh(Sl, s2, s3) = Nbe(Sl, s2, s3) U Naf(Sl, s2,s3) where Nbe(Sl, s2, s3) ---- (x E 
Neigh(Sl,S2,S3) l INV PEO[x] < INV PEO[sl]) = (x E Y I Seq[x ] -= (Sl,S2,S3)} and 
Naf(Sl, s2, s3) = Neigh(Sl, s2, s3) - Nbe(Sl, s2,s3). Clearly, there can be at most one 
vertex in Nay(s1, s2, s3). This is because any such vertex should belong to follow(sl) 
together with s2 and s3 and there can be at most three vertices in follow(s1) (Condi- 
tion (3a)). Thus, except possibly for one vertex, each vertex of Neigh(Sl, s2, s3) should 
come before sl in the PEO ordering. As a result, the following step checks Condition (3b) 
of Theorem 2.3. 
5. For every valid 3-tuple (Sl, s2, s3) do 
if Ifollow(sl)[ = 3 and INbe(Sl, s2, s3)[ _> 2 then output "G is NONPLANAR" and 
exit. 
else if ]follow(sl)l = 2 and INbe(Sl,S2,S3)] _> 3 then output "G is NONPLANAR" 
and exit. 
It is easy to verify that Condition (3b) is violated for some i if and only if some valid 
3-tuple satisfies one of the two if statements given in Step 5. Also, Step 5 can be done 
in O(n) time using a variation of bucket-sort. 
6. "G is planar" and exit. 
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It is clear from the description and also the arguments given with it, that the algorithm runs 
in O(n) time and correctly determines the planarity of a given chordal graph. 
THEOREM 3.1. Algorithm ChordaIP1anarTest tests the plaaarity of a chordal graph in O( n ) time 
using O (n) space. 
3.2. A lgor i thms for the Fixed Subgraph Homeomorph ism Problem on Chordal 
Graphs 
The Subgraph Homeomorphism Problem SHP is as follows. Given an input graph G and a 
pattern graph H, determine if G has a subgraph which is homeomorphic to H. This problem is 
NP-complete, since the Hamiltonian Cycle problem can be reduced to this problem. If we fix the 
pattern graph H, we get the Fixed Subgraph Homeomorphism Problem FSHP(H).  A well-known 
application of SHP is the recognition problem for classes of graphs that can be characterized 
by the absence of some forbidden structures. For example, the recognition problem for planar 
graphs can be reduced to two FSHP problems with/(5 and/(3,3 as the pattern graphs. 
Recently, Robertson and Seymour have pioneered an approach to the proof of existence of 
polynomial-time algorithms for certain classes of problems. They specifically showed in [6], 
that for an arbitrary fixed H, the FSHP(H) problem restricted to graphs of bounded genus is 
polynomial time solvable. However, the degree of the polynomial is an exponential tower of 
[V(H)[, which although a constant for fixed H, is still large. Hence, this approach is of little 
practical significance, even though it is an important heoretical achievement. 
However, if the input is a chordal graph, FSHP(H) is polynomial time solvable for some special 
classes of pattern graphs. Using the results derived in Section 2, we see that FSHP(H) restricted 
to chordal graphs is polynomial time solvable if the pattern graph H is one of Kn, Kin,n, grnl ..... m~ 
and wheels Wr. The degree of the polynomial is equal to ]V(H)I, and hence, an algorithm based 
on our results is more useful from a realistic point of view than what [6] yields for this problem. 
For wheels Wr, we can obtain better running times. Using the results of Alon et al. [7], we 
see that FSHP(Wr) is solvable in O(n "+1 logn) time where w < 2.376 is the exponent of matrix 
multiplication. 
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